The diamagnetic shifts of neutral excitons and biexcitons confined in single self-assembled In͑Ga͒As/GaAs quantum rings are investigated. Unlike quantum dots, quantum rings reveal a considerably large biexciton diamagnetic shift, about two times larger than that of single excitons. Based on model calculations, we found that the inherent structural asymmetry and imperfection, combined with the interparticle Coulomb interactions, is the fundamental cause of the more extended biexciton wave function in the quantum rings. The exciton wave function tends to be localized in one of the potential valleys induced by structural imperfections of the quantum ring due to the strong localization of hole and the electron-hole Coulomb attraction, resembling the behavior in single dots. Our results suggest that the phase coherence of neutral excitons in quantum rings will be smeared out by such wave function localizations. Charged particles confined to a nanoscopic quantum ring ͑QR͒ are expected to show unique magnetic responses, i.e., the well-known Aharanov-Bohm ͑AB͒ effect, due to the quantum interference of the carrier's wave function in the ring-shaped geometry. Experimental evidence of such a purely quantum mechanical effect has been observed in metallic and semiconductor mesoscopic rings [1] [2] [3] [4] and recently in nanoscopic QRs. [5] [6] [7] On the other hand, the exciton properties in ringlike nanostructures also gained a lot of interest recently. Because an exciton is a charge-neutral composite, the AB effect is not expected to occur unless the electron and hole can propagate coherently in different trajectories with a nonzero electric dipole moment. 8 Such a case appears naturally in type-II quantum dot ͑QD͒ systems, 9,10 where the electron and hole are spatially separated, resembling the behavior of single charges. However, for nanoscopic rings, such as InGaAs self-assembled QRs formed via partial capping of InAs QDs and subsequent annealing, 11, 12 it is still an open question whether the excitonic AB effect can be observed when both the electron and hole are confined in the rings. In fact, this issue is further complicated by the inherent structural asymmetry and imperfections presented inevitably in self-assembled QRs. Although it has been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretical that the phase coherence of electron wave function in self-assembled QRs could survive, 7 the impacts of inherent structural asymmetry and imperfection on the magnetic response of neutral excitonic species, such as excitons ͑X͒ and biexcitons ͑XX͒ with the presence of Coulomb interactions, have yet to be investigated.
Charged particles confined to a nanoscopic quantum ring ͑QR͒ are expected to show unique magnetic responses, i.e., the well-known Aharanov-Bohm ͑AB͒ effect, due to the quantum interference of the carrier's wave function in the ring-shaped geometry. Experimental evidence of such a purely quantum mechanical effect has been observed in metallic and semiconductor mesoscopic rings [1] [2] [3] [4] and recently in nanoscopic QRs. [5] [6] [7] On the other hand, the exciton properties in ringlike nanostructures also gained a lot of interest recently. Because an exciton is a charge-neutral composite, the AB effect is not expected to occur unless the electron and hole can propagate coherently in different trajectories with a nonzero electric dipole moment. 8 Such a case appears naturally in type-II quantum dot ͑QD͒ systems, 9, 10 where the electron and hole are spatially separated, resembling the behavior of single charges. However, for nanoscopic rings, such as InGaAs self-assembled QRs formed via partial capping of InAs QDs and subsequent annealing, 11, 12 it is still an open question whether the excitonic AB effect can be observed when both the electron and hole are confined in the rings. In fact, this issue is further complicated by the inherent structural asymmetry and imperfections presented inevitably in self-assembled QRs. Although it has been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretical that the phase coherence of electron wave function in self-assembled QRs could survive, 7 the impacts of inherent structural asymmetry and imperfection on the magnetic response of neutral excitonic species, such as excitons ͑X͒ and biexcitons ͑XX͒ with the presence of Coulomb interactions, have yet to be investigated.
In this Rapid Communication, we report the diamagnetic response of X and XX in single self-assembled QRs. Unlike single QDs, the XX confined in single QRs shows a considerably larger diamagnetic coefficient than the X. Guided by numerical model calculations, we found that the inherent structural asymmetry and imperfection, combined with the interparticle Coulomb interactions, play a crucial role in the distribution of X and XX wave function in self-assembled QRs. Our results suggest that the phase coherence of neutral excitons in QRs will be smeared out by the wave function localization due to the structural asymmetry and imperfections.
The InAs QRs were fabricated by Varian Gen-II molecular-beam epitaxy on a GaAs ͑001͒ substrate. Low density QDs were first grown by depositing two monolayers of InAs at 520°C as QR precursors. The substrate temperature was then lowered to 500°C. A thin GaAs layer of 1.7 nm was deposited to cover the QD sidewalls, and a 50 s growth interruption was performed for a dewetting process which expels the indium atoms from the center of the QDs to move outwards for the QR formation. The detail of the growth can be found in Ref. 12 . Surface topography of uncapped QRs has been investigated by atomic force microscopy. The area density of surface QRs is estimated to be about 1 ϫ 10 7 cm −2 . As shown in Fig. 1 , the surface QR has a rim diameter of 35 nm, a height of ϳ1.3 nm, and a center dip of about 2 nm. The realistic dimension of the embedded QRs is expected to be much smaller. 13 We also found that the QR is anisotropic; the rim of the surface QR is higher along.
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The single QR emissions were measured by a lowtemperature microphotoluminescence ͑-PL͒ setup combined with a 6 T superconducting magnet. The PL was excited by a 633 nm He-Ne laser, dispersed by a 750 mm monochromator and detected by a silicon charge coupled device camera. An aluminum metal shadow mask with arrays of 300 nm diameter apertures were used to isolate single QR emissions. A comparison between the PL spectra for the QR ensemble and a single QR is displayed in Fig. 1͑d͒ . The QR ensemble shows an emission peak at 1329 meV with a line width of 26 meV due to size fluctuations. For the single QR, the spectrum is dominated by a sharp emission line near 1320 meV with a resolution limited line width of ϳ50 eV. Figure 2 shows the PL spectra taken from a representative single QR under different excitation powers. Two emission lines associated with the recombination from exciton ͑X͒ and biexciton ͑XX͒ states can be observed, which have been identified according to linear and quadratic power depen-dence of intensity as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . The same measurement has been performed on a total of seven QRs. The emission energies of X are in the range of 1320-1328 meV, while the biexciton binding energies ͑defined as E X − E XX ͒ are varying from 0.2 to 0.7 meV for different QRs.
When an external magnetic field is applied along the growth direction, each of X and XX lines splits into a cross circularly polarized doublet due to the spin Zeeman effect, as presented in Fig. 3 . Because the exciton state is the final state of the spin-singlet biexciton state, both X and XX show an identical energy splitting of 131 eV/ T, corresponding to an excitonic g factor of ͉g͉ = 2.3, a reasonable value for the InAs nanostructures embedded in GaAs matrix. The average energy of each Zeeman doublet shows a quadratic dependence on B, i.e., the diamagnetic shift, which can be fitted to ␥B 2 , where ␥ is the diamagnetic coefficient. The average diamagnetic coefficient of X for all the investigated QRs is ␥ X = 6.8 eV/ T 2 . Interestingly, we found that the XX shows a considerably larger diamagnetic coefficient with an average value of ␥ XX = 14.8 eV/ T 2 , which is more than the double of the ␥ X value.
The diamagnetic coefficient is proportional to the area of the excitonic wave function. Our results suggest that the XX wave function is more extended than that of X in a QR. This is different from the case of QDs, [15] [16] [17] [18] where the diamagnetic response of XX is usually similar to, or somewhat smaller than, that of X due to the different spatial extents of the electron and hole wave functions and their responses to the applied B.
Here we argue that the more sensitive diamagnetic response of XX is a consequence of the fact that self-assembled QRs do not have perfect azimuthal symmetry. It has been reported that the structure of buried self-assembled QRs shows an asymmetric craterlike shape, with a diameter substantially smaller than the ring-shaped islands on the surface of uncapped QR structures. In addition, due to the preferential out diffusion of dot material along the 1-10 direction, the embedded rim height is higher along the ͓110͔ direction, resulting in two separate potential valleys along the ͓110͔ direction, 14 resembling a pair of connected QDs. The lack of rotational symmetry in the potential of embedded QRs is expected to have significant impacts on the diamagnetic responses of X and XX. For a neutral X, the height variation strongly localizes the hole inside one of the potential valleys due to the large effective mass. Consequently, the electron will be bound to the same valley by the electron-hole Coulomb attraction. This means that the wave-function extent of X is determined mainly by the confinement of the potential valley and the Coulomb interaction. Therefore, the diamagnetic response of X is similar to an elliptic QD.
For a neutral XX confined in the QR, the two holes may be separately localized in different valleys due to the strong hole-hole Coulomb repulsion and the negligible coupling of hole states between the two valleys. Due to the Coulomb attractions of the two separately localized holes, the electron wave functions of XX are more likely to spread over the two valleys and become more extended than that of X. Unlike X, the wave-function extent XX is determined mainly by the diameter of the embedded QRs.
In order to further attest our assertions, we performed calculations of the X and XX states in our QRs based on structural information obtained from our atomic force microscopy topography and the proposed shape of embedded QRs reported in Ref. 13 . A one-band effective mass Hamiltonian was used to calculate the single-particle states. The Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole was then treated self-consistently. According to Ref. 14, we model the QR as a nanoscale crater with an azimuthal asymmetric potential V H ͑ , ͒ deduced from the z-axis quantization energy variation arising from the height anisotropy. The potential can be further simplified to V H ͑ , ͒ = V 0 ͑͒cos 2, where V 0 ͑͒ is proportional to the height anisotropy factor h . Other parameters are listed in Ref. 19 . Figures 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒ depict the QR height profile and the corresponding radial potential V 0 ͑͒ for the electron for a rim radius of R = 7 nm, an average rim height of h M = 2.5 nm, and an anisotropy factor of h = 0.15. The corresponding maximum V 0 is 19.5 and 9.8 meV at the rim for the electron and hole, respectively. The calculated electron wave functions for the lowest energy states of X and XX are plotted in Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑e͒, respectively. It can be seen that X is well confined in one side of the QR with a less extended wave function. 21 By contrast, the electron wave function of XX spreads over both sides of the QR. The diamagnetic response of X and XX can be further calculated by superimposing a magnetic confining potential to the QR potential. By fitting the calculated energy shift to the quadratic energy dependence ␥B 2 as depicted in Fig. 4͑f͒ , the diamagnetic coefficients of X and XX are found to be ␥ X = 10.7 eV/ T 2 and ␥ XX = 23.0 eV/ T 2 , respectively. Although the model QR shape may be different from the actual shape of our QRs, our simulations demonstrate unambiguously that the asymmetric potential indeed impacts the diamagnetic response of X and XX, which agrees very well with our experimental finding.
In brief, the diamagnetic responses of excitons and biexcitons confined in single self-assembled QRs have been investigated. Unlike single QDs, the biexciton confined in single QRs shows a considerably larger diamagnetic coefficient than the exciton, implying the more extended biexciton wave functions in the ring. The lack of perfect rotational symmetry in the potential of embedded QRs due to the inherent structural asymmetry is the fundamental cause of the more extended biexciton wave function. The strongly localized holes in potential valleys of QRs leads to a localized exciton wave function due to the electron-hole Coulomb attraction, while makes the biexciton wave function being able to spread over the ring due to the hole-hole Coulomb repulsion. In other words, the Coulomb interactions combined with the reduced azimuthal symmetry caused by inherent structural imperfection could destroy any of the expected magnetic response that relies on the rotational symmetry of exciton and biexciton wave functions confined in selfassembled QRs. 
